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INSPECTOR 
OF TURNS 
(IT) CLINIC



WELCOME

The goal of any competition volunteer or official is to contribute to a fair, safe 
and positive competitive environment.

At the successful completion of this clinic the participant will:

1. Understand the key duties of an Inspector of Turns (IT).

2. Understand the rules of each turn.

3. Observe and identify turn infractions.

4. Understand the reporting process.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Introduces themself, Role in the club / province; Speaks to the importance of the roles being covered in the clinic and the role of officiating in general.



SUGGESTED PREREQUISITES

• Interest in the sport of swimming.

• Interest in the fair conduct of sport.

• Practical experience as a Timekeeper.

• Review of the designated rulebook sections.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Clinic leader can add anecdotes relating to the rewards of officiating and the importance of practical experience; encourages volunteering and maintaining active status to train the eye, etc.   These are the preferred pre-requisites to take the course and begin working the deck.



SWIMMING RULES
• The rulebook must be followed. 

• The rules provide a known standard to inform 
decisions 

• Officials must apply the rules in a fair and equitable 
manner 

• Officials need to communicate the observed rule 
infraction to the referee effectively

https://www.swimming.ca/en/swimmingcanadarules/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Suggested notes to address about becoming a competent swimming official:The swimming rules must be followed. The official who has standards that differ from those in the rulebook may have their decisions challenged by coaches or the referee. Following the rules tells everyone concerned with the competition that the decisions will be made in a fair and equitable manner against a known standard. The official’s job is to uphold the rules by applying them equitably and communicating their interpretation effectively.Rather than an official hiding behind the statement "It’s the rule", an official should explain to the referee why there was an infraction so they do not appear to be arbitrary. 



AUTHORITY & DECISION MAKING

• The rules of swimming define the acceptable form for each stroke. 

• Form variations may still comply with the letter of the rules. 

“Ugly isn't necessarily illegal.”

• The authority of the Inspector of Turn is to report the observed infraction of 
the rule to the referee.

• The dominant principle must apply.

“Fairness to all competitors, giving the benefit of the doubt, in every 
instance, to the swimmer.”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Talking points: This slide represents the authority of the position and introduction of basic over-riding concepts to take onto the deck in these and other officiating positions.These are good discussion points to clearly understand the difference between good judgment as supported by these principles versus the construct of ‘over officiousness’.The rules of swimming define the acceptable form for each stroke. Many variations of form are possible and may still comply with the letter of the rules. This is particularly important at the novice and age group level.The Inspector of Turns and/or Judge of Stroke must have a good understanding of the rules and if an infraction is observed they need to report what they observed to the referee. “Fairness to all competitors, giving the benefit of the doubt, in every instance, to the swimmer”Discuss with participants that “benefit of doubt” is doubt about what they saw, not about whether it is a rule infraction. If they are sure about that they saw and think but are not sure that it is an infraction, then take it to the Referee for a discussion and/or official wording of infraction. 



DECISION MAKING

• Use of good judgment.

• Decisions are not arbitrary.

• Consistent application of the rules for fair and equitable competition.

• Benefit of the doubt always goes to the swimmer.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Key factors for decision-making in officiating.



THREATS TO DECISION MAKING

• Not being in the proper position.

• Being ‘overly officious’.

• Inferring an infraction that was not directly observed.

• Avoiding lanes to judge.

• Considering the following influences before reporting an infraction:
Advantage vs. disadvantage 
The ‘twice theory’
Age and ability of swimmer 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:General points to reinforce during the presentation of the rules. All of the points on the slide represent threats to the ability to judge fairly.Proper position - you must be in the proper location to fairly judge the turn or stroke.Don’t be overly officious - as per previous slide – ugly does not mean illegal. Make sure you understand the rules and the variations you may observe that are still legal.Don’t infer - Simply put, this means: you can only call what you see, NOT what you deduct. You must actually see the swimmer miss the wall with his right hand on the turn, not assume he missed it because, by the time you looked, he was touching the wall with his left hand and was already turning. Advantage vs. Disadvantage - The question of whether swimmer advantage / disadvantage should influence the official judgment of stroke, turn and finish violations has been the subject of much debate. A violation of the rules should be noted and the competitor disqualified whether an advantage is gained or not.The Twice Theory - Some judges feel they should wait until an infraction happens more than once before they call it. They rationalize this position in all sorts of ways (e.g., "That clears up any doubt." "That confirms that it wasn't a simple mistake by the swimmer." etc.) The official must simply be certain of what they saw and make the call as soon as it is observed.Don’t ask me to judge my child - Advocates of this position usually fall into one of two categories. (1) "I don’t want anyone to think my child got by with an infraction because I was judging.” (2) "I don’t want to have to explain to my child why he/she was disqualified." The Referee must know that the judge treats everyone in the field the same - "fairly and equitably" – at all times. The Referee must be confident that a judge will identify an infraction regardless of the effect upon their child, club, or Province. This is probably the ultimate test of the judge’s impartiality.We don’t DQ 10 & unders - People who take this position often rationalize it by saying they don’t want to cause "mental trauma” to a youngster. While this may sound good, it views the judge’s role as punitive and that’s completely inaccurate.



RULES FOR  
INSPECTOR OF 

TURNS



IT RULES IN ACTION

II.2.6.1  One Inspector of Turns shall be assigned to each lane at each end 
of the pool, to ensure swimmers comply with the relevant rules after the start, 
for each turn, and at the finish. 
• If there are not enough officials for one per lane, ITs may be assigned to 

observe more than 1 lane.
• ITs must observe the full turn for one swimmer before moving to observe 

other swimmers in assigned lane(s). 9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:The Clinic  can describe the appropriate variances of II.2.6.1 for age group swimming noting that the specific wording of World Aquatics rules are primarily intended for International and high level national meets. Inspector of Turn (IT) judges may be assigned to observe 1 or more lanes.Observe the swimmer from the last stroke into the wall through to the completion of the first stroke off the wall, except in Breaststroke where it shall be the second arm stroke.ITs must observe one full turn for each swimmer in each lane they are responsible for.In a close race and where the IT is responsible for more than one lane, the IT will need to observe one swimmer well as opposed to 2 or 3 partially.The IT takes responsibility for the swimmers adherence to the rules from the last arm stroke into the wall to the completion of first arm stroke off the wall, except in breaststroke where it is the second arm stroke.An arm stroke in freestyle and backstroke is a single arm pull; in butterfly and breaststroke it is the full cycle of both arms as they pull simultaneously. 



IT RULES IN ACTION

II.C2.6.1.1 Additional responsibilities may include Timekeeper duties.

• Depending on the level of the meet and the number of officials available, 
Inspectors of Turns at the start end may be responsible for also timing with 
a watch or using a plunger.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Also note that the IT may have timing duties – this then is a key mechanism in keeping the required number of Officials low.



IT JURISDICTION

II.2.6.2  Jurisdiction for the Inspector of Turns at the start end commences 
from the start signal until the completion of the first arm stroke, except in 
Breaststroke where it shall be the second arm stroke.

II.2.6.3  For each turn, jurisdiction for the Inspector of Turns commences 
from the beginning of the last arm stroke before touching and ending with the 
completion of the first arm stroke after the turn, except in Breaststroke where 
it shall be the second arm stroke. 

II.2.6.4  Jurisdiction for the Inspector of Turns at the finish commences from 
the beginning of the last arm stroke before touching.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:The Clinic  can describe the appropriate variances of II.2.6.1 for age group swimming noting that the specific wording of World Aquatics rules are primarily intended for International and high level national meets. Inspector of Turn (IT) judges may be assigned to observe 1 or more lanes.Observe the swimmer from the last stroke into the wall through to the completion of the first stroke off the wall, except in Breaststroke where it shall be the second arm stroke.ITs must observe one full turn for each swimmer in each lane they are responsible for.In a close race and where the IT is responsible for more than one lane, the IT will need to observe one swimmer well as opposed to 2 or 3 partially.The IT takes responsibility for the swimmers adherence to the rules from the last arm stroke into the wall to the completion of first arm stroke off the wall, except in breaststroke where it is the second arm stroke.An arm stroke in freestyle and backstroke is a single arm pull; in butterfly and breaststroke it is the full cycle of both arms as they pull simultaneously. 



IT OBSERVATION PERSPECTIVE

1212

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:The butterfly photo depicts how fast and close touches may come into the wall.Tip on where to look for touches:As arm approaches wall – look to wall to observe the touch, not fixing the eye on hand during the stroke.It can be difficult to assess a swimmer’s stroke and timing into the wall, a keen eye in the correct location is important.In these images, stress the importance of being directly over the swimmer during the turn.



BACKSTROKE LEDGES

II.2.6.5 When a Backstroke ledge is being used, 
each inspector at the starting end shall install and 
remove the ledge. Once installed, the ledge shall 
be set at zero (0). 

Backstroke: after observing the swimmer’s first 
stroke, the IT removes the ledge from the water

Medley Relay: after observing the swimmer’s first 
stroke, the IT removes Backstroke ledge from the 
block
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:When available – not all facilities are currently using backstroke ledges:IT’s must install the Backstroke ledge for Backstroke events and Medley Relay events.The straps must be flat and not twisted.The straps must run behind the wheel, not over, as if they are placed over top, it may pull the whole ledge off the block.After the start of a Backstroke event, and observing the swimmer’s first stroke, the IT must remove the ledge from the water, so it does not impede the swimmers next turn or the final touch.Note: if it’s long course 50’s you don’t need to lift it out of the water.In Medley Relay events, after the IT has observed the swimmers start and first stroke, the Backstroke ledge must be removed from the block entirely to allow for the next swimmer to start from the starting platform.



DISTANCE EVENTS – 800m & 1500m
II.2.6.6 In individual events of 800 and 1500 metres, each Inspector of Turns 
at the start and turning end of the pool shall record the number of laps 
completed by the swimmer in his/her lane. The swimmers shall be informed 
of the remaining number of laps to be completed by displaying “lap cards” 
showing odd numbers at the turning end of the pool. Electronic equipment 
may be used, including under water display. The warning signal may be by 
whistle or bell.

• ITs at the start end will be responsible for keeping track of the distance 
swum by recording the time on the lap counter sheets provided.

• ITs at the turn end will be responsible for displaying the laps remaining on 
the lap counters.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:II.2.6.6 In individual events of 800 and 1500 metres, an inspector of turns at the start or turning end of the pool shall record the number of laps completed by the swimmer in his/her lane. The swimmers shall be informed of the remaining number of laps to be completed by displaying “lap cards” showing odd numbers at the turning end of the pool. Electronic equipment may be used, including under water display. Clinic  is encouraged to discuss more examples of different scenario’s an IT will encounter at Age Group and Swimming Canada designated meets – discuss or illustrate the differences.



LAP COUNTERS
• Lap counters are to be angled over the 

bulkhead, not in the water.

• Keep the counter in the same place for each 
turn until the swimmer takes their first 
breath/arm stroke.

• Lap counters will start at different numbers 
depending if long or short course and will 
count down to 1.

Short Course 800m starts at 31
Long Course 800m starts at 15
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:II.2.6.6 In individual events of 800 and 1500 metres, an inspector of turns at the start or turning end of the pool shall record the number of laps completed by the swimmer in his/her lane. The swimmers shall be informed of the remaining number of laps to be completed by displaying “lap cards” showing odd numbers at the turning end of the pool. Electronic equipment may be used, including under water display. Clinic  is encouraged to discuss more examples of different scenario’s an IT will encounter at Age Group and Swimming Canada designated meets – discuss or illustrate the differences.The displaying of lap counters is usually a function performed at higher level meets. If lap counters are available, clubs/coaches may be asked to provide their own “lap counter” if they wish to have a lap counter for their swimmer.Lap counters are to be angled over the bulkhead, not in the water and count down to 1 lap remaining. Depending on the event and whether the race in being swum in a short course or long course pool, the lap counters will start at different numbersExamples for counting down:800 Free Short Course – lap counter begins at 31 and goes down to 1800 Free Long Course – lap counter begins at 15 and goes down to 11500 Free Short Course – begin at 59 1500 Free Long Course – begin at 29



WARNING SIGNAL - BELLS
II.2.6.7 Each Inspector at the starting end shall give a warning signal when 
the swimmer in his lane has two lengths plus five (5) metres to swim to finish 
in individual events of 800 and 1500 metres. The signal may be repeated 
after the turn until the swimmer has reached the five (5) metre mark on the 
lane rope. The warning signal may be by whistle or bell.
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Bell rings over right side of lane, or lane 
rope, but NOT over swimmer’s head.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Note:Bell should be rung on the right side of the lane OR over the lane rope so it is NOT over the swimmer’s head! Most often the device used will be a bell as swimmers are often submerged and need a loud sound to indicate two lengths remaining. In some instances where no bell is available the ITs may be asked to hold a kickboard in the water to indicate the last lap. This scenario may occur at very low level regional competitions and is only to be used in the absence of bells (or deaf swimmer).ITs will begin ringing the bell as the swimmer approaches the 5m mark coming into the wall, and continue ringing until the swimmer has returned out 5m, over the right hand lane line when possible. Avoid ringing directly over the lane and swimmer to prevent any mishaps with broken or dropped bells.



RELAY TAKE-OFFS
II.2.6.8 Each inspector at the starting end shall determine, in relay events, 
whether the starting swimmer is in contact with the starting platform when 
the preceding swimmer touches the starting wall. When Automatic 
Equipment which judges relay take-offs is available, it shall be used in 
accordance with II.13.1.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Inform the candidates of the application of this rule in Age Group competition, enforce that relay take-over Automatic Equipment is rarely if ever seen in a competition below Nationals in Canada.Where to look is covered in the Rules later with video/pics:ITs should look at the FEET on the starting block and when the TOES lose contact with the block, ITs should look down to see if the swimmer’s hand is in contact with the wall. Keep your head down for safety as the swimmer leaves the block. If electronic takeover equipment is being used, the IT may still be asked to call if they see an early takeover, however the electronic equipment may overrule the visual call.



REPORTING AN 
INFRACTION



REPORTING AN INFRACTION

II.2.6.9  Inspectors of Turns shall report to the Referee any violation 
observed within their jurisdiction.

• The Inspector of Turns will follow the reporting protocol set out by the 
referee prior to the session.

• An infraction must be based on your personal observation, disregarding the 
opinion of others.

• You must be confident in your observation of the infraction, understand the 
rule, be prepared to communicate to the referee, and answer any questions 
from the referee.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Remind participants that you will practice observing and filling out the form later in the clinic as each Stroke/Turn is reviewed.The infraction should be written up according to the rule – what the swimmer did, as opposed to what they didn’t do.Upon observing an infraction, the Inspector of Turns will report the infraction directly to the referee upon completion of the race.The Infraction must be based on personal observation, disregarding the opinion of others.BE SURE THE INFRACTION OCCURRED,,WHEN/WHERE (e.g., 25 m turn, during 25 – 50 m stroke etc.), UNDERSTAND CLEARLY WHAT IT IS, BE PREPARED TO EXPLAIN IT.Be prepared to answer questions from the referee. The referee is looking to ensure a clear understanding of the infraction being called. This will ensure benefit of the doubt is given to the swimmer and also that the referee can clearly articulate what the infraction was to the coach should there be an inquiry.Typical times for reporting infraction:Judges at the Turn end will make their way to the referee following the swimmer’s last turn at the turn end.Judges at the Start end will report the infraction to the referee immediately following the conclusion of the race.CIT = Chief Inspector of Turns. If there is a CIT (e.g., national meets), they will step in for the turn judge so they can move forward to the referee after it is observed instead of waiting until the end of the race.In some cases – order of reporting will differ – this should be covered in the official’s briefing before the start of the session. Important to emphasize:YOUR OBSERVATIONS (some examples below) versus the WORDING used for the DQ Form:Breaststroke turn – one hand touched prior to second hand touching the wall; Backstroke – swimmer took two arm pulls on breast prior to initiating turn; Breaststroke swimmer had 3 butterfly kicks prior to breaststroke kick;Butterfly – swimmer recovered under the water at 50m turn; Breast or butterfly - swimmer touched the wall with one hand stacked on the other so only one hand touched the wallFree – swimmer kicked on their back off the wall in a freestyle turn in the IM.



COMPLETING A DISQALIFICATION (DQ) 
FORM

When the referee accepts your infraction, it 
becomes a disqualification

• Complete the DQ form with the swimmer’s 
name, club, event, heat & lane.

• The infraction should be written up 
according to the rule.

• Sign your name as the judge and return the 
form to the referee.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Remind participants that you will practice observing and filling out the form later in the clinic as each Stroke/Turn is reviewed.The infraction should be written up according to the rule – what the swimmer did, as opposed to what they didn’t do.Upon observing an infraction, the Inspector of Turns will report the infraction directly to the referee upon completion of the race.The Infraction must be based on personal observation, disregarding the opinion of others.BE SURE THE INFRACTION OCCURRED,,WHEN/WHERE (e.g., 25 m turn, during 25 – 50 m stroke etc.), UNDERSTAND CLEARLY WHAT IT IS, BE PREPARED TO EXPLAIN IT.Be prepared to answer questions from the referee. The referee is looking to ensure a clear understanding of the infraction being called. This will ensure benefit of the doubt is given to the swimmer and also that the referee can clearly articulate what the infraction was to the coach should there be an inquiry.Infraction wording is important!The infraction should be written up according to the rule, using the quick reference infraction guide. Important to emphasize:YOUR OBSERVATIONS (some examples below) versus the WORDING used for the DQ Form:Breaststroke turn – one hand touched prior to second hand touching the wall; Backstroke – swimmer took two arm pulls on breast prior to initiating turn; Breaststroke swimmer had 3 butterfly kicks prior to breaststroke kick;Butterfly – swimmer recovered under the water at 50m turn; Breast or butterfly - swimmer touched the wall with one hand stacked on the other so only one hand touched the wallFree – swimmer kicked on their back off the wall in a freestyle turn in the IM.



INFRACTION – QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

A quick reference guide is available on the 
Swimming Canada website:

https://www.swimming.ca/en/competition-forms/

• Many clubs will have a reference guide 
available for ITs when completing the DQ 
form.

• Refer to the Swimming Canada rulebook for 
the exact wording of the swimming rule.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Swimming Canada Infraction sheet – wording based upon the RULEBOOK and what the FORM of stroke needs to be!Refer participants to Swimming Canada Officials Resource page for updated forms and also refer them to read the rule associated with the infraction wording for complete understanding.Infraction examples: YOUR OBSERVATIONS (below) versus the WORDING used for the DQ Form Breaststroke turn – one hand touched prior to second hand touching the wall; Backstroke – swimmer took two arm pulls on breast prior to initiating turn; Breaststroke swimmer had 3 butterfly kicks prior to breaststroke kick;Butterfly – swimmer recovered under the water at 50m turn; Breast or butterfly - swimmer touched the wall with one hand stacked on the other so only one hand touched the wall;Free – swimmer kicked on their back off the wall in a freestyle turn in the IM.



TECHNICAL 
RULES
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II.5 Freestyle



FREESTYLE

II.5.1 Freestyle means that in an event so designated the swimmer may 
swim any style, except that in Individual Medley or Medley Relay events, 
Freestyle means any style other than Backstroke, Breaststroke or Butterfly.

II.5.2 Some part of the swimmer must touch the wall upon completion of 
each length and at the finish.

II.5.3 Some part of the swimmer must break the surface of the water 
throughout the race, except it shall be permissible for the swimmer to be 
completely submerged during the turn and for a distance of not more than 15 
metres after the start and each turn. By that point, the head must have 
broken the surface.
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FREESTYLE

• Swimmers may turn in any manner they want as long as they touch the wall 
at the end of each length of the race. 

• A swimmer can go back and “save themselves” if they miss the touch 
during a turn. 

• The infraction for missing the wall is not “officially” called until the swimmer 
touches the opposite end of the pool from the wall that they missed. 

• The touch at the finish may be made with any part of the body.

Judging: lean over pool edge lane to judge the touch at turns and finish.
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II.5 FREESTYLE
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TURN BOTHSTROKEPrimary Jurisdiction:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Typical jurisdiction is noted for primary of turn or stroke or bothIf you would like to view the pre 2023 rule changes World Aquatics YouTube video for freestyle, click the link here: Officiating FreestyleThe linked video discusses freestyle only during the first 2m10s (out of 6m40s runtime).Rule Book:II.5.1 Freestyle means that in an event so designated the swimmer may swim any style, except that in individual medley or medley relay events, freestyle means any style other than backstroke, breaststroke or butterfly.II.5.2 Some part of the swimmer must touch the wall upon completion of each length and at the finish. II.5.3 Some part of the swimmer must break the surface of the water throughout the race, except it shall be permissible for the swimmer to be completely submerged during the turn and for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and each turn. By that point, the head must have broken the surface.
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II.6 Backstroke



BACKSTROKE - START
II.6.1 Prior to the starting signal, the swimmers shall line up in the water facing the 
starting end, with both hands holding the starting grips. Standing in or on the gutter 
or bending the toes over the lip of the gutter is prohibited. When using a backstroke 
ledge at the start, at least one toe of each foot must be in contact with the end wall 
or face of the touchpad. Bending the toes over the top of the touchpad is 
prohibited.

Judging the Start with a backstroke ledge in place: 
• If the ledge is used, ITs step forward on the second whistle to view that at least one toe 

from each foot is in contact with the wall (touchpad).

• Judge the swimmer until they take their first stroke.

• Remove the ledge for a backstroke race.

• Remove the entire device for medley relays.
28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic leader:The IT may also be the person who installs the ledge. Some meets will have field of play individuals who install the ledge. IT TURN/FINISH:Judges should be directed to observe the touch, regardless of what body part makes that touch.Swimmers must finish on their back – observe they touch on their back (e.g., not rotated past 90 degrees toward their breast).



BACKSTROKE
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Start - Ledge Turn and Finish 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic leader:When ledges are available – not all facilities are currently using backstroke ledges:IT’s must install the Backstroke ledge for Backstroke events and Medley Relay events.The straps must be flat and not twisted.The straps must run behind the wheel, not over, as if they are placed over top, it may pull the whole ledge off the block.After the start of a Backstroke event, and observing the swimmer’s first stroke, the IT must remove the ledge from the water, so it does not impede the swimmers next turn or the final touch.In Medley Relay events, after the IT has observed the swimmers start and first stroke, the Backstroke ledge must be removed from the block entirely to allow for the next swimmer to start from the starting platform.



BACKSTROKE - TURN

II.6.4  When executing the turn there must be a touch of the wall with some part of 
the swimmer’s body. During the turn the shoulders may be turned over the vertical 
to the breast after which an immediate continuous single arm pull or immediate 
continuous simultaneous double arm pull may be used to initiate the turn. The 
swimmer must have returned to the position on the back upon leaving the wall.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic leader:IT TURN/FINISH:Judges should be directed to observe the touch, regardless of what body part makes that touch.Swimmers must finish on their back – observe they touch on their back (e.g., not rotated past 90 degrees toward their breast).



BACKSTROKE - TURN
There are several possible turns. A few examples include:
• The swimmer may touch the wall on their back and may “turn” in any manner as 

long as they leave the wall on their back.
• If the swimmer passes the vertical toward the breast:

o They must begin an immediate continuous single (or simultaneous double) 
arm pull;

o Once the arm reaches the hip, they initiate the turn;
o They must be on their back when they leave the wall.

• If a swimmer turns onto their breast and are right at the wall unable to initiate a 
flip turn, they may grab the wall or gutter immediately and then leave the wall on 
their back.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic leader:IT TURN/FINISH:Judges should be directed to observe the touch, regardless of what body part makes that touch.Swimmers must finish on their back – observe they touch on their back (e.g., not rotated past 90 degrees toward their breast).



BACKSTROKE - FINISH
II.6.3 Some part of the swimmer must break the surface of the water 
throughout the race except that once some part of the head of the swimmer 
has passed the 5 metres mark immediately prior to reaching for the finish, 
the swimmer may be completely submerged.

II.6.5 Upon the finish of the race the swimmer must touch the wall while on 
the back.
• The swimmer must swim on their back throughout the race except at the turn.
• They must remain on the surface of the water except the last 5m immediately 

prior to the finish.
• The swimmer may finish on their side but must remain past vertical toward the 

back.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic leader:IT TURN/FINISH:Judges should be directed to observe the touch, regardless of what body part makes that touch.Swimmers must finish on their back – observe they touch on their back (e.g., not rotated past 90 degrees toward their breast).



OBSERVING A BACKSTROKE TURN
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OBSERVING A BACKSTROKE TURN
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II.6 BACKSTROKE
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TURN BOTHSTROKEPrimary Jurisdiction:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Typical jurisdiction is noted for primary of turn or stroke or both.Rule Book:II.6.1 Prior to the starting signal, the swimmers shall line up in the water facing the starting end, with both hands holding the starting grips. Standing in or on the gutter or bending the toes over the lip of the gutter is prohibited. When using a backstroke ledge at the start, the toes of both feet must be in contact with the end wall or face of the touchpad. Bending the toes over the top of the touchpad is prohibited.II.6.2 At the signal for starting and after turning the swimmer shall push off and swim upon his back throughout the race except when executing a turn as set forth in II.6.4. The normal position on the back can include a roll movement of the body up to, but not including 90 degrees from horizontal. The position of the head is not relevant. II.6.3 Some part of the swimmer must break the surface of the water throughout the race except that once some part of the head of the swimmer has passed the 5 metres mark immediately prior to reaching for the finish, the swimmer may be completely submerged. It is also permissible for the swimmer to be completely submerged during the turn, and for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and each turn. By that point the head must have broken the surface.II.6.4 When executing the turn there must be a touch of the wall with some part of the swimmer’s body in his/her respective lane. During the turn the shoulders may be turned over the vertical to the breast after which an immediate continuous single arm pull or immediate continuous simultaneous double arm pull may be used to initiate the turn. The swimmer must have returned to the position on the back upon leaving the wall.II.6.5 Upon the finish of the race the swimmer must touch the wall while on the back in his/her respective lane.



II.6 BACKSTROKE – Observation V1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader Notes:Typical jurisdiction is noted for primary of turn or stroke or bothRule Book:II.6.1 Prior to the starting signal, the swimmers shall line up in the water facing the starting end, with both hands holding the starting grips. Standing in or on the gutter or bending the toes over the lip of the gutter is prohibited. When using a backstroke ledge at the start, the toes of both feet must be in contact with the end wall or face of the touchpad. Bending the toes over the top of the touchpad is prohibited.II.6.2 At the signal for starting and after turning the swimmer shall push off and swim upon his back throughout the race except when executing a turn as set forth in II.6.4. The normal position on the back can include a roll movement of the body up to, but not including 90 degrees from horizontal. The position of the head is not relevant. II.6.3 Some part of the swimmer must break the surface of the water throughout the race except that once some part of the head of the swimmer has passed the 5 metres mark immediately prior to reaching for the finish, the swimmer may be completely submerged . It is also permissible for the swimmer to be completely submerged during the turn, and for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and each turn. By that point the head must have broken the surface.II.6.4 When executing the turn there must be a touch of the wall with some part of the swimmer’s body in his/her respective lane. During the turn the shoulders may be turned over the vertical to the breast after which an immediate continuous single arm pull or immediate continuous simultaneous double arm pull may be used to initiate the turn. The swimmer must have returned to the position on the back upon leaving the wall.II.6.5 Upon the finish of the race the swimmer must touch the wall while on the back in his/her respective lane.



II.6 BACKSTROKE – Observation V2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader Notes:Typical jurisdiction is noted for primary of turn or stroke or bothRule Book:II.6.1 Prior to the starting signal, the swimmers shall line up in the water facing the starting end, with both hands holding the starting grips. Standing in or on the gutter or bending the toes over the lip of the gutter is prohibited. When using a backstroke ledge at the start, the toes of both feet must be in contact with the end wall or face of the touchpad. Bending the toes over the top of the touchpad is prohibited.II.6.2 At the signal for starting and after turning the swimmer shall push off and swim upon his back throughout the race except when executing a turn as set forth in II.6.4. The normal position on the back can include a roll movement of the body up to, but not including 90 degrees from horizontal. The position of the head is not relevant. II.6.3 Some part of the swimmer must break the surface of the water throughout the race except that once some part of the head of the swimmer has passed the 5 metres mark immediately prior to reaching for the finish, the swimmer may be completely submerged . It is also permissible for the swimmer to be completely submerged during the turn, and for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and each turn. By that point the head must have broken the surface.II.6.4 When executing the turn there must be a touch of the wall with some part of the swimmer’s body in his/her respective lane. During the turn the shoulders may be turned over the vertical to the breast after which an immediate continuous single arm pull or immediate continuous simultaneous double arm pull may be used to initiate the turn. The swimmer must have returned to the position on the back upon leaving the wall.II.6.5 Upon the finish of the race the swimmer must touch the wall while on the back in his/her respective lane.



II.6 BACKSTROKE - Judging
• VIDEO 1
• VIDEO 2
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Did you observe an infraction? 
If Yes, how would you report and write the infraction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:There are 2 videos to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_ IMG_1124__Back_turn_BKV1.mov) VIDEO 2: INFRACTION(VIDEO_IMG_1123._Back_turn_BKV3_inf.mov). TURN not continuous at completion of arm pull while on breast.Rule Book:II.6.1 Prior to the starting signal, the swimmers shall line up in the water facing the starting end, with both hands holding the starting grips. Standing in or on the gutter or bending the toes over the lip of the gutter is prohibited. When using a backstroke ledge at the start, the toes of both feet must be in contact with the end wall or face of the touchpad. Bending the toes over the top of the touchpad is prohibited.II.6.2 At the signal for starting and after turning the swimmer shall push off and swim upon his back throughout the race except when executing a turn as set forth in II.6.4. The normal position on the back can include a roll movement of the body up to, but not including 90 degrees from horizontal. The position of the head is not relevant. II.6.3 Some part of the swimmer must break the surface of the water throughout the race except that once some part of the head of the swimmer has passed the 5 metres mark immediately prior to reaching for the finish, the swimmer may be completely submerged. It is also also permissible for the swimmer to be completely submerged during the turn, and for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and each turn. By that point the head must have broken the surface.II.6.4 When executing the turn there must be a touch of the wall with some part of the swimmer’s body in his/her respective lane. During the turn the shoulders may be turned over the vertical to the breast after which an immediate continuous single arm pull or immediate continuous simultaneous double arm pull may be used to initiate the turn. The swimmer must have returned to the position on the back upon leaving the wall.II.6.5 Upon the finish of the race the swimmer must touch the wall while on the back in his/her respective lane.
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II.7 Breaststroke



BREASTSTROKE – START/TURN

II.7.1  After the start and after each turn, the swimmer may take one arm stroke 
completely back to the legs during which the swimmer may be submerged. At 
any time prior to the first Breaststroke kick after the start and after each turn a 
single butterfly kick is permitted. The head must break the surface of the water 
before the hands turn inward at the widest part of the second stroke.

Judging:
• At the start, move forward to judge the swimmer until they take their second stroke.

• At the turn, position yourself above the swimmer to judge the last stroke in and the 
touch/turn until the second stroke.

• The swimmer is not required to do a pullout.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Discuss key points for turn and observing.



1 2

3 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Photos 1 – 4:  show a legal breaststroke pullout in Lane 1.Note: Lane 2 has different timing of the legal elements.



BREASTSTROKE
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5 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:5 and 6 legal pulloutNote in lane 2 – the pullout is different – but legal. Head is surfacing at the widest part of the 2nd stroke. 



BREASTSTROKE – TOUCH – TURN/FINISH
II.7.6 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with 
both hands separated and simultaneously at, above, or below the water 
level. At the last stroke before the turn and at the finish an arm stroke not 
followed by a leg kick is permitted. The head may be submerged after the 
last arm pull prior to the touch, provided it breaks the surface of the water at 
some point during the last complete or incomplete cycle preceding the touch.

Judging:
• At the turn/finish, position yourself above the swimmer to judge the last stroke in 

and the touch/turn.
• Must remain on breast until touch.
• Elbows may break the surface of the water on the final stroke before the turn and 

the final stroke at the finish.
• Separated, two hand, simultaneous touch.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Discuss key points for turn and observing.



BREASTSTROKE - TOUCH

Some part of each hand has to touch the wall simultaneously – but they 
do not have to touch the wall in the same way.
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Legal LegalLegal Illegal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Clinic  to have discussion around differences between 3 and 4th pictures – there is a big difference.Make note of how a palm on one hand and fingers on the other hand may touch– as long as they are simultaneous.OBSERVATION NOTE: It is critical to look down at the WALL for the simultaneous touch, and not to watch the hands moving to the wall. See next 2 slides for actual view for turn judge.



BREASTSTROKE - TOUCH
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:These are all legal touches.



BREASTSTROKE - TOUCH
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Simultaneous Swipe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:These are all legal.But notice the hands on the simultaneous are not the same form – which is okay as long as it is simultaneous.



BREASTSTROKE - TOUCH
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Non-Simultaneous

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:These are non-simultaneous – swiping hand missed the wall.Infraction should be reported.



BREASTSTROKE RULES AT THE TURN

II.7.2 After the touch, the swimmer may turn in any manner but must leave 
the wall on their breast

II.7.5 The feet must be turned outwards during the propulsive part of the 
kick. Alternating movements or downward butterfly kicks are not permitted 
except as in II.7.1.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:- Key points for turn and observing



II.7 BREASTSTROKE
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TURN BOTHSTROKEPrimary Jurisdiction:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader Notes:Typical jurisdiction is noted for primary of turn or stroke or bothRule Book:II.7.1 After the start and after each turn, the swimmer may take one arm stroke completely back to the legs during which the swimmer may be submerged. At any time prior to the first Breaststroke kick after the start and after each turn a single butterfly kick is permitted.II.7.2 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and after each turn, the body shall be on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall. From the start and throughout the race the stroke cycle must be one arm stroke and one leg kick in that order. All movements of the arms shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.3 The hands shall be pushed forward together from the breast on, under, or over the water. The elbows shall be under water except for the final stroke before the turn, during the turn and for the final stroke at the finish. The hands shall be brought back on or under the surface of the water. The hands shall not be brought back beyond the hip line, except during the first stroke after the start and each turn.II.7.4 During each complete cycle, some part of the swimmer’s head must break the surface of the water. The head must break the surface of the water before the hands turn inward at the widest part of the second stroke. All movements of the legs shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.5 The feet must be turned outwards during the propulsive part of the kick. Alternating movements or downward butterfly kicks are not permitted except as in II.7.1. Breaking the surface of the water with the feet is allowed unless followed by a downward butterfly kick.II.7.6 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously at, above, or below the water level. At the last stroke before the turn and at the finish an arm stroke not followed by a leg kick is permitted. The head may be submerged after the last arm pull prior to the touch, provided it breaks the surface of the water at some point during the last complete or incomplete cycle preceding the touch.



II.7 BREASTSTROKE – Observation V1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:There are 3 videos to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_1127_Breast Turn_V1_SloMO.MOV) VIDEO 2: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0044Breast Turn_V2 in.MOV) – non simultaneous touch (Infraction guide “Touch at the turn not made with both hands simultaneously”)VIDEO 3: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0045_Breast Turn_V3 in.MOV) – 2 butterfly kicksRULE BOOKII.7.1 After the start and after each turn, the swimmer may take one arm stroke completely back to the legs during which the swimmer may be submerged. At any time prior to the first Breaststroke kick after the start and after each turn a single butterfly kick is permitted.II.7.2 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and after each turn, the body shall be on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall. From the start and throughout the race the stroke cycle must be one arm stroke and one leg kick in that order. All movements of the arms shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.3 The hands shall be pushed forward together from the breast on, under, or over the water. The elbows shall be under water except for the final stroke before the turn, during the turn and for the final stroke at the finish. The hands shall be brought back on or under the surface of the water. The hands shall not be brought back beyond the hip line, except during the first stroke after the start and each turn.II.7.4 During each complete cycle, some part of the swimmer’s head must break the surface of the water. The head must break the surface of the water before the hands turn inward at the widest part of the second stroke. All movements of the legs shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.5 The feet must be turned outwards during the propulsive part of the kick. Alternating movements or downward butterfly kicks are not permitted except as in II.7.1. Breaking the surface of the water with the feet is allowed unless followed by a downward butterfly kick.II.7.6 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously at, above, or below the water level. At the last stroke before the turn and at the finish an arm stroke not followed by a leg kick is permitted. The head may be submerged after the last arm pull prior to the touch, provided it breaks the surface of the water at some point during the last complete or incomplete cycle preceding the touch.



II.7 BREASTSTROKE – Observation V2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:There are 3 videos to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_1127_Breast Turn_V1_SloMO.MOV) VIDEO 2: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0044Breast Turn_V2 in.MOV) – non simultaneous touch (Infraction guide “Touch at the turn not made with both hands simultaneously”)VIDEO 3: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0045_Breast Turn_V3 in.MOV) – 2 butterfly kicksRULE BOOKII.7.1 After the start and after each turn, the swimmer may take one arm stroke completely back to the legs during which the swimmer may be submerged. At any time prior to the first Breaststroke kick after the start and after each turn a single butterfly kick is permitted.II.7.2 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and after each turn, the body shall be on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall. From the start and throughout the race the stroke cycle must be one arm stroke and one leg kick in that order. All movements of the arms shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.3 The hands shall be pushed forward together from the breast on, under, or over the water. The elbows shall be under water except for the final stroke before the turn, during the turn and for the final stroke at the finish. The hands shall be brought back on or under the surface of the water. The hands shall not be brought back beyond the hip line, except during the first stroke after the start and each turn.II.7.4 During each complete cycle, some part of the swimmer’s head must break the surface of the water. The head must break the surface of the water before the hands turn inward at the widest part of the second stroke. All movements of the legs shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.5 The feet must be turned outwards during the propulsive part of the kick. Alternating movements or downward butterfly kicks are not permitted except as in II.7.1. Breaking the surface of the water with the feet is allowed unless followed by a downward butterfly kick.II.7.6 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously at, above, or below the water level. At the last stroke before the turn and at the finish an arm stroke not followed by a leg kick is permitted. The head may be submerged after the last arm pull prior to the touch, provided it breaks the surface of the water at some point during the last complete or incomplete cycle preceding the touch.



II.7 BREASTSTROKE – Observation V3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:There are 3 videos to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_1127_Breast Turn_V1_SloMO.MOV) VIDEO 2: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0044Breast Turn_V2 in.MOV) – non simultaneous touch (Infraction guide “Touch at the turn not made with both hands simultaneously”)VIDEO 3: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0045_Breast Turn_V3 in.MOV) – 2 butterfly kicksRULE BOOKII.7.1 After the start and after each turn, the swimmer may take one arm stroke completely back to the legs during which the swimmer may be submerged. At any time prior to the first Breaststroke kick after the start and after each turn a single butterfly kick is permitted.II.7.2 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and after each turn, the body shall be on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall. From the start and throughout the race the stroke cycle must be one arm stroke and one leg kick in that order. All movements of the arms shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.3 The hands shall be pushed forward together from the breast on, under, or over the water. The elbows shall be under water except for the final stroke before the turn, during the turn and for the final stroke at the finish. The hands shall be brought back on or under the surface of the water. The hands shall not be brought back beyond the hip line, except during the first stroke after the start and each turn.II.7.4 During each complete cycle, some part of the swimmer’s head must break the surface of the water. The head must break the surface of the water before the hands turn inward at the widest part of the second stroke. All movements of the legs shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.5 The feet must be turned outwards during the propulsive part of the kick. Alternating movements or downward butterfly kicks are not permitted except as in II.7.1. Breaking the surface of the water with the feet is allowed unless followed by a downward butterfly kick.II.7.6 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously at, above, or below the water level. At the last stroke before the turn and at the finish an arm stroke not followed by a leg kick is permitted. The head may be submerged after the last arm pull prior to the touch, provided it breaks the surface of the water at some point during the last complete or incomplete cycle preceding the touch.



II.7 BREASTSTROKE - Judging
• VIDEO 1
• VIDEO 2
• VIDEO 3
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Did you observe an infraction? 
If Yes, how would you report and write the infraction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:There are 3 videos to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_1127_Breast Turn_V1_SloMO.MOV) VIDEO 2: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0044Breast Turn_V2 in.MOV) – non simultaneous touch (Infraction guide “Touch at the turn not made with both hands simultaneously”)VIDEO 3: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0045_Breast Turn_V3 in.MOV) – 2 butterfly kicksRULE BOOKII.7.1 After the start and after each turn, the swimmer may take one arm stroke completely back to the legs during which the swimmer may be submerged. At any time prior to the first Breaststroke kick after the start and after each turn a single butterfly kick is permitted.II.7.2 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and after each turn, the body shall be on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall. From the start and throughout the race the stroke cycle must be one arm stroke and one leg kick in that order. All movements of the arms shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.3 The hands shall be pushed forward together from the breast on, under, or over the water. The elbows shall be under water except for the final stroke before the turn, during the turn and for the final stroke at the finish. The hands shall be brought back on or under the surface of the water. The hands shall not be brought back beyond the hip line, except during the first stroke after the start and each turn.II.7.4 During each complete cycle, some part of the swimmer’s head must break the surface of the water. The head must break the surface of the water before the hands turn inward at the widest part of the second stroke. All movements of the legs shall be simultaneous and on the same horizontal plane without alternating movement.II.7.5 The feet must be turned outwards during the propulsive part of the kick. Alternating movements or downward butterfly kicks are not permitted except as in II.7.1. Breaking the surface of the water with the feet is allowed unless followed by a downward butterfly kick.II.7.6 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously at, above, or below the water level. At the last stroke before the turn and at the finish an arm stroke not followed by a leg kick is permitted. The head may be submerged after the last arm pull prior to the touch, provided it breaks the surface of the water at some point during the last complete or incomplete cycle preceding the touch.
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II.8 Butterfly



BUTTERFLY – START/TURNS
II.8.3 All up and down movements of the legs must be simultaneous. The 
legs or the feet need not be on the same level, but they shall not alternate in 
relation to each other. A breaststroke kicking movement is not permitted.

II.8.5 At the start and at turns, a swimmer is permitted one or more leg kicks 
and one arm pull under the water, which must bring him to the surface. It 
shall be permissible for a swimmer to be completely submerged for a 
distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and after each turn. By 
that point, the head must have broken the surface. The swimmer must 
remain on the surface until the next turn or finish.

Judging:
• A swimmer may do any number of kicks at the start and turn. Leg movements 

must be simultaneous and shall not alternate.
• The swimmer’s first arm pull must bring them to the surface.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:No underwater arm recovery at the turn or finish.Two hand simultaneous touch – as in breaststroke – separated hands.Must remain on breast until they touch the wall.  Once they touch the wall they may turn in any manner as long as they leave on their breast.From the end of the pool the judge should observe the swimmer from over the lane. It is important to determine with certainty the swimmer is past vertical and you’re not seeing distortion from the pool surface.From the side of the pool the judge should observe the swimmers to assure proper underwater kick / 15m mark.From the end of the pool IT should observe the swimmer into the wall. Shift eyes from full body to hands to observe the touch.Judge should not look back after shifting to hands.



BUTTERFLY – TURNS/TOUCH
II.8.2 Both arms shall be brought forward simultaneously over the water and 
brought backward simultaneously under the water through-out the race, 
subject to II.8.5.

II.8.4 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with 
both hands separated and simultaneously, at, above or below the water 
surface.

Judging:
• No underwater arm recovery at the turn or finish.
• Must remain on breast until they touch the wall then they may turn in any manner
• Two hand simultaneous and separated touch at the turn and finish.
• Swimmers may “push off” on their side as long as the swimmer remains past 

vertical towards the breast.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:No underwater arm recovery at the turn or finish.Two hand simultaneous touch – as in breaststroke – separated hands.Must remain on breast until they touch the wall.  Once they touch the wall they may turn in any manner as long as they leave on their breast.From the end of the pool the judge should observe the swimmer from over the lane. It is important to determine with certainty the swimmer is past vertical and you’re not seeing distortion from the pool surface.From the side of the pool the judge should observe the swimmers to assure proper underwater kick / 15m mark.From the end of the pool IT should observe the swimmer into the wall. Shift eyes from full body to hands to observe the touch.Judge should not look back after shifting to hands.



BUTTERFLY - TOUCH
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1 2 3

4 5 6



BUTTERFLY - TOUCH

Some part of each hand has to touch the wall simultaneously – but they 
do not have to touch the wall in the same way.
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Legal LegalLegal Illegal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Clinic  to have discussion around differences between 3 and 4th pictures – there is a big difference.Make note of how a palm on one hand and fingers on the other hand may touch– as long as they are simultaneous.OBSERVATION NOTE: It is critical to look down at the WALL for the simultaneous touch, and not to watch the hands moving to the wall. See next 2 slides for actual view for turn judge.



BUTTERFLY - TOUCH
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:These are all legal touches.



BUTTERFLY - TOUCH
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Simultaneous Swipe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:These are all legal.But notice the hands on the simultaneous are not the same form – which is okay as long as it is simultaneous.



II.8 BUTTERFLY
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TURN BOTHSTROKEPrimary Jurisdiction:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Typical jurisdiction is notedRULE BOOK:II.8.1 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and each turn, the body shall be kept on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time, except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall.II.8.2 Both arms shall be brought forward simultaneously over the water and brought backward simultaneously under the water through-out the race, subject to II.8.5.II.8.3 All up and down movements of the legs must be simultaneous. The legs or the feet need not be on the same level, but they shall not alternate in relation to each other. A breaststroke kicking movement is not permitted.II.8.4 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously, at, above or below the water surface.II.8.5 At the start and at turns, a swimmer is permitted one or more leg kicks and one arm pull under the water, which must bring him to the surface. It shall be permissible for a swimmer to be completely submerged for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and after each turn. By that point, the head must have broken the surface. The swimmer must remain on the surface until the next turn or finish.



II.8 BUTTERFLY TURN – Observation V1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic :There are 2 videos to observeFor each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0068_BF_V2.MOV)VIDEO 2: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0074__BF_V5_inf.MOV) – non-simultaneous touch  (Infraction guide “Touch at the turn not made with both hands simultaneously”)RULE BOOK:II.8.1 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and each turn, the body shall be kept on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time, except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall.II.8.2 Both arms shall be brought forward simultaneously over the water and brought backward simultaneously under the water through-out the race, subject to II.8.5.II.8.3 All up and down movements of the legs must be simultaneous. The legs or the feet need not be on the same level, but they shall not alternate in relation to each other. A breaststroke kicking movement is not permitted.II.8.4 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously, at, above or below the water surface.II.8.5 At the start and at turns, a swimmer is permitted one or more leg kicks and one arm pull under the water, which must bring him to the surface. It shall be permissible for a swimmer to be completely submerged for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and after each turn. By that point, the head must have broken the surface. The swimmer must remain on the surface until the next turn or finish.



II.8 BUTTERFLY TURN – Observation V2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic :There are 2 videos to observeFor each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0068_BF_V2.MOV)VIDEO 2: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0074__BF_V5_inf.MOV) – non-simultaneous touch  (Infraction guide “Touch at the turn not made with both hands simultaneously”)RULE BOOK:II.8.1 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and each turn, the body shall be kept on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time, except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall.II.8.2 Both arms shall be brought forward simultaneously over the water and brought backward simultaneously under the water through-out the race, subject to II.8.5.II.8.3 All up and down movements of the legs must be simultaneous. The legs or the feet need not be on the same level, but they shall not alternate in relation to each other. A breaststroke kicking movement is not permitted.II.8.4 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously, at, above or below the water surface.II.8.5 At the start and at turns, a swimmer is permitted one or more leg kicks and one arm pull under the water, which must bring him to the surface. It shall be permissible for a swimmer to be completely submerged for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and after each turn. By that point, the head must have broken the surface. The swimmer must remain on the surface until the next turn or finish.



II.8 BUTTERFLY - Judging
• VIDEO 1
• VIDEO 2
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Did you observe an infraction? 
If Yes, how would you report and write the infraction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:There are 2 videos to observeFor each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0068_BF_V2.MOV)VIDEO 2: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0074__BF_V5_inf.MOV) – non-simultaneous touch  (Infraction guide “Touch at the turn not made with both hands simultaneously”)RULE BOOK:II.8.1 From the beginning of the first arm stroke after the start and each turn, the body shall be kept on the breast. It is not permitted to roll onto the back at any time, except at the turn after the touch of the wall where it is permissible to turn in any manner as long as the body is on the breast when leaving the wall.II.8.2 Both arms shall be brought forward simultaneously over the water and brought backward simultaneously under the water through-out the race, subject to II.8.5.II.8.3 All up and down movements of the legs must be simultaneous. The legs or the feet need not be on the same level, but they shall not alternate in relation to each other. A breaststroke kicking movement is not permitted.II.8.4 At each turn and at the finish of the race, the touch shall be made with both hands separated and simultaneously, at, above or below the water surface.II.8.5 At the start and at turns, a swimmer is permitted one or more leg kicks and one arm pull under the water, which must bring him to the surface. It shall be permissible for a swimmer to be completely submerged for a distance of not more than 15 metres after the start and after each turn. By that point, the head must have broken the surface. The swimmer must remain on the surface until the next turn or finish.
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II.9 Medley



INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
II.9.1 In individual medley events, the swimmer covers the four swimming strokes 
in the following order: Butterfly, Backstroke, Breaststroke and Freestyle. Each of the 
strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance. 

II.9.2  In Freestyle, the swimmer must be on the breast except when executing a 
turn. The swimmer must return to the breast before any kick or stroke. Leaving the 
wall on the back during the freestyle portion is permissible but no kicking action is 
permitted until the swimmer has returned past the vertical to the breast at which 
point kicking, including a butterfly kick(s), may commence.

II.9.4 Each section must be finished in accordance with the rule which applies to 
the stroke concerned.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:IN FREESTYLEThe swimmer may be momentarily towards their back in a rolling motion, and that is allowed, however before any kick or stroke takes place, the swimmer must be past 90 degrees toward their breast and no longer on their back.Clarify/ Example – Ryan Lochte freestyle leg that included swimming last leg on back to 15m before rolling onto breast and swimming normal freestyle – this is considered backstroke and is a sufficient distance to determine that he/she has swum in the style of the one of the other strokesInterpretation: According to II.9.1 each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance. Being on the back when leaving the wall for the Freestyle portion of the Ind. Medley is covering more than one quarter of the distance in the style of Backstroke and is, therefore, a disqualification. Backstroke swimming is only defined as being on the back. However, butterfly kicks when pushing off the wall in Freestyle is not considered butterfly unless the arms are also butterfly. Remember, Breaststroke and Butterfly are strokes with specific arm and leg movements. So only one component of those strokes (butterfly legs without butterfly arms is not considered butterfly). Whereas Backstroke is more or less freestyle on the back so any arm or leg movement while on the back is considered doing backstroke.Cross-over Backstroke Turn: Some swimmers use a technique of bringing their lead arm directly over their heads and making the touch just before their shoulders get past vertical towards the breast as they make the turn. If you are watching several lanes or are not paying strict attention to the turn, you might only see the swimmer doing the turn and be tempted to call an infraction for not finishing the backstroke leg on their backs. Your focus should therefore be on one swimmer and how that swimmer touches the wall. 



INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY - JUDGING
• Position yourself above the swimmer at the turn/finish to judge the last stroke in, 

the turn and the first stroke out (second stroke for breaststroke).

• Judge each turn/finish as you would each individual stroke (e.g., two hand 
simultaneous touch for Fly and Breast).

• Backstroke to Breaststroke Turn: Swimmers must be toward their back until the 
touch before turning in any manner.
Freestyle 
• The swimmer must be on their breast and cannot swim any of the previous 3 

strokes.
• During the Freestyle turn the swimmer must have returned past 90 degrees 

toward their breast before any kick or stroke.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:IN FREESTYLEThe swimmer may be momentarily towards their back in a rolling motion, and that is allowed, however before any kick or stroke takes place, the swimmer must be past 90 degrees toward their breast and no longer on their back.Clarify/ Example – Ryan Lochte freestyle leg that included swimming last leg on back to 15m before rolling onto breast and swimming normal freestyle – this is considered backstroke and is a sufficient distance to determine that he/she has swum in the style of the one of the other strokesInterpretation: According to II.9.1 each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance. Being on the back when leaving the wall for the Freestyle portion of the Ind. Medley is covering more than one quarter of the distance in the style of Backstroke and is, therefore, a disqualification. Backstroke swimming is only defined as being on the back. However, butterfly kicks when pushing off the wall in Freestyle is not considered butterfly unless the arms are also butterfly. Remember, Breaststroke and Butterfly are strokes with specific arm and leg movements. So only one component of those strokes (butterfly legs without butterfly arms is not considered butterfly). Whereas Backstroke is more or less freestyle on the back so any arm or leg movement while on the back is considered doing backstroke.Cross-over Backstroke Turn: Some swimmers use a technique of bringing their lead arm directly over their heads and making the touch just before their shoulders get past vertical towards the breast as they make the turn. If you are watching several lanes or are not paying strict attention to the turn, you might only see the swimmer doing the turn and be tempted to call an infraction for not finishing the backstroke leg on their backs. Your focus should therefore be on one swimmer and how that swimmer touches the wall. 



II.9 MEDLEY SWIMMING
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TURN BOTHSTROKEPrimary Jurisdiction:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader Notes:Typical jurisdiction is noted for primary of turn or stroke or bothRULE BOOK:II.9.1 In individual medley events, the swimmer covers the four swimming strokes in the following order: Butterfly, Backstroke, Breaststroke and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.2 In Freestyle the swimmer must be on the breast except when executing a turn. The swimmer must return to the breast before any kick or stroke. Leaving the wall on the back during the freestyle portion is permissible but no kicking action is permitted until the swimmer has returned past the vertical to the breast at which point kicking, including a butterfly kick(s), may commence.II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.4 Each section must be finished in accordance with the rule which applies to the stroke concerned.



II.9 MEDLEY TURNS – Observation V1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader :There are 3 video examples to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0047_IM B2Br_V1.MOV) Cross-over Backstroke Turn: Some swimmers use a technique of bringing their lead arm directly over their heads and making the touch just before their shoulders get past vertical towards the breast as they make the turn. If you are watching several lanes or are not paying strict attention to the turn, you might only see the swimmer doing the turn and be tempted to call an infraction for not finishing the backstroke leg on their backs. Your focus should therefore be on one swimmer and how that swimmer touches the wall. VIDEO 2: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0048_IM B2Br_V2.MOV)VIDEO 3: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0049_IM B2Br_V3_inf.MOV) – butterfly kicks on back leaving wall prior to being on breast for freestyle.RULE BOOK:II.9.1 In individual medley events, the swimmer covers the four swimming strokes in the following order: Butterfly, Backstroke, Breaststroke and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.2 In Freestyle the swimmer must be on the breast except when executing a turn. The swimmer must return to the breast before any kick or stroke. Leaving the wall on the back during the freestyle portion is permissible but no kicking action is permitted until the swimmer has returned past the vertical to the breast at which point kicking, including a butterfly kick(s), may commence.II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.4 Each section must be finished in accordance with the rule which applies to the stroke concerned.



II.9 MEDLEY TURNS – Observation V2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader :There are 3 video examples to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0047_IM B2Br_V1.MOV) Cross-over Backstroke Turn: Some swimmers use a technique of bringing their lead arm directly over their heads and making the touch just before their shoulders get past vertical towards the breast as they make the turn. If you are watching several lanes or are not paying strict attention to the turn, you might only see the swimmer doing the turn and be tempted to call an infraction for not finishing the backstroke leg on their backs. Your focus should therefore be on one swimmer and how that swimmer touches the wall. VIDEO 2: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0048_IM B2Br_V2.MOV)VIDEO 3: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0049_IM B2Br_V3_inf.MOV) – butterfly kicks on back leaving wall prior to being on breast for freestyle.RULE BOOK:II.9.1 In individual medley events, the swimmer covers the four swimming strokes in the following order: Butterfly, Backstroke, Breaststroke and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.2 In Freestyle the swimmer must be on the breast except when executing a turn. The swimmer must return to the breast before any kick or stroke. Leaving the wall on the back during the freestyle portion is permissible but no kicking action is permitted until the swimmer has returned past the vertical to the breast at which point kicking, including a butterfly kick(s), may commence.II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.4 Each section must be finished in accordance with the rule which applies to the stroke concerned.



II.9 MEDLEY TURNS – Observation V3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader :There are 3 video examples to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0047_IM B2Br_V1.MOV) Cross-over Backstroke Turn: Some swimmers use a technique of bringing their lead arm directly over their heads and making the touch just before their shoulders get past vertical towards the breast as they make the turn. If you are watching several lanes or are not paying strict attention to the turn, you might only see the swimmer doing the turn and be tempted to call an infraction for not finishing the backstroke leg on their backs. Your focus should therefore be on one swimmer and how that swimmer touches the wall. VIDEO 2: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0048_IM B2Br_V2.MOV)VIDEO 3: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0049_IM B2Br_V3_inf.MOV) – butterfly kicks on back leaving wall prior to being on breast for freestyle.RULE BOOK:II.9.1 In individual medley events, the swimmer covers the four swimming strokes in the following order: Butterfly, Backstroke, Breaststroke and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.2 In Freestyle the swimmer must be on the breast except when executing a turn. The swimmer must return to the breast before any kick or stroke. Leaving the wall on the back during the freestyle portion is permissible but no kicking action is permitted until the swimmer has returned past the vertical to the breast at which point kicking, including a butterfly kick(s), may commence.II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.4 Each section must be finished in accordance with the rule which applies to the stroke concerned.



II.9 MEDLEY - Judging
• VIDEO 1
• VIDEO 2
• VIDEO 3
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Did you observe an infraction? 
If Yes, how would you report and write the infraction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader :There are 3 video examples to observe:For each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infraction.IF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0047_IM B2Br_V1.MOV) Cross-over Backstroke Turn: Some swimmers use a technique of bringing their lead arm directly over their heads and making the touch just before their shoulders get past vertical towards the breast as they make the turn. If you are watching several lanes or are not paying strict attention to the turn, you might only see the swimmer doing the turn and be tempted to call an infraction for not finishing the backstroke leg on their backs. Your focus should therefore be on one swimmer and how that swimmer touches the wall. VIDEO 2: NO infraction (VIDEO_IMG_0048_IM B2Br_V2.MOV)VIDEO 3: INFRACTION (VIDEO_IMG_0049_IM B2Br_V3_inf.MOV) – butterfly kicks on back leaving wall prior to being on breast for freestyle.RULE BOOK:II.9.1 In individual medley events, the swimmer covers the four swimming strokes in the following order: Butterfly, Backstroke, Breaststroke and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.2 In Freestyle the swimmer must be on the breast except when executing a turn. The swimmer must return to the breast before any kick or stroke. Leaving the wall on the back during the freestyle portion is permissible but no kicking action is permitted until the swimmer has returned past the vertical to the breast at which point kicking, including a butterfly kick(s), may commence.II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.II.9.4 Each section must be finished in accordance with the rule which applies to the stroke concerned.
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II.9 & II.10 Relay
II.10 Race



MEDLEY RELAYS

II.9.3  In Medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the 
following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the 
strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.

• The referee will assign the IT to judge the relay takeovers or the finish in a medley 
relay.

• The IT will observe the start of each stroke.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:IN FREESTYLEThe swimmer may be momentarily towards their back in a rolling motion, and that is allowed, however before any kick or stroke takes place, the swimmer must be past 90 degrees toward their breast and no longer on their back.Clarify/ Example – Ryan Lochte freestyle leg that included swimming last leg on back to 15m before rolling onto breast and swimming normal freestyle – this is considered backstroke and is a sufficient distance to determine that he/she has swum in the style of the one of the other strokesInterpretation: According to II.9.1 each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance. Being on the back when leaving the wall for the Freestyle portion of the Ind. Medley is covering more than one quarter of the distance in the style of Backstroke and is, therefore, a disqualification. Backstroke swimming is only defined as being on the back. However, butterfly kicks when pushing off the wall in Freestyle is not considered butterfly unless the arms are also butterfly. Remember, Breaststroke and Butterfly are strokes with specific arm and leg movements. So only one component of those strokes (butterfly legs without butterfly arms is not considered butterfly). Whereas Backstroke is more or less freestyle on the back so any arm or leg movement while on the back is considered doing backstroke.Cross-over Backstroke Turn: Some swimmers use a technique of bringing their lead arm directly over their heads and making the touch just before their shoulders get past vertical towards the breast as they make the turn. If you are watching several lanes or are not paying strict attention to the turn, you might only see the swimmer doing the turn and be tempted to call an infraction for not finishing the backstroke leg on their backs. Your focus should therefore be on one swimmer and how that swimmer touches the wall. 



II.9 & II.10 RELAYS
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TURN BOTHSTROKEPrimary Jurisdiction:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader Notes:Typical jurisdiction is noted for primary of turn or stroke or bothObservation of RelayPlease note that the body can be in motion – so do not be tricked by other body parts moving!Free Relay: observe feet leave block and then look down to see if incoming swimmer has touched the wallMedley relay: You cannot observe the touch and take-over at the same time (since you need to watch the feet leave the block before looking down to the finish. The referee will typically assign you to observe takeover or touch. In some meets (if equipment is available), take-overs may be done by electronicsRULE BOOK:II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.



JUDGING: 
RELAY TAKEOFFS 

• Body can be in motion.
• When the toes leave the block, 

there should be a hand on the wall.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader :Note how feet are still in contact, but you can see legs are quite forward.Once feet leave block, look down to see hand already in contact.This is a very quick observation. Remind participants that they need to observe the touch-out and take-off from above the touch pad – NOT from the side of the pool (where the touch cannot be accurately observed).Electronics may also be used – dependent upon level of meet and availability of equipment.



II.9 & II.10 RELAYS – Observation V1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader :There are 2 videos to observeFor each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infractionIF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: VIDEO_IMG_1179_Relay Takeover_V1.MOVVIDEO 2: VIDEO_IMG_1182_relay takeover block.movRULE BOOK:II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.



II.9 & II.10 RELAYS – Observation V2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader :There are 2 videos to observeFor each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infractionIF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: VIDEO_IMG_1179_Relay Takeover_V1.MOVVIDEO 2: VIDEO_IMG_1182_relay takeover block.movRULE BOOK:II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.



JUDGING: II.9 & II.10 - RELAYS
• VIDEO 1
• VIDEO 2
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Did you observe an infraction? 
If Yes, how would you report and write the infraction? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Clinic Leader :There are 2 videos to observeFor each video ask the participant to view an observe if there is an infractionIF there is an infraction, what would they report and write?VIDEO 1: VIDEO_IMG_1179_Relay Takeover_V1.MOVVIDEO 2: VIDEO_IMG_1182_relay takeover block.movRULE BOOK:II.9.3 In medley relay events, swimmers will cover the four swimming strokes in the following order: Backstroke, Breaststroke, Butterfly and Freestyle. Each of the strokes must cover one quarter (1/4) of the distance.



II.10 THE RACE RULES
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TURN BOTHSTROKEPrimary Jurisdiction:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Typical jurisdiction is noted for primary of turn or stroke or both.



PARALYMPIC 
SWIMMING



PARALYMPIC SWIMMING AND 
OFFICIATING
• An official may have opportunity to work at a meet with Paralympic program 

swimmers in attendance.
• The rules are exactly the same as Olympic program swimmers; however, 

exceptions are allowed with some of the rules for Paralympic swimmers (who 
are identified with their sport class, e.g., S8, SB7, SM8) due to a specific 
impairment.

• If Paralympic swimmers are at the meet you are officiating, the Referee will 
provide the additional instructions and protocol to be used.

• Appendix B of the Swimming Canada rule book contains the exceptions to the 
various swimming rules. Not all rules have exceptions. For example, the head 
must surface before or at the 15m mark in Free, Back and Fly as in Olympic 
program swimming.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Terminology UPDATE: use Paralympic program swimmers instead of “Para swimmers” Use Olympic program swimmers instead of “able body swimmers”



PARALYMPIC SWIMMING 
The most common exceptions for Breaststroke, Butterfly and Medley have an 
element of common sense. Paralympic swimmers are to be judged fairly and 
equitably according to the rules.

Breaststroke:
• Paralympic swimmers with no legs or arms (or not using them during the stroke), 

either the kick or the respective arm stroke shall constitute a complete stroke 
cycle (WPS 11.4.2.1).

• Paralympic swimmers may touch with one hand if they use only one arm for the 
stroke (WPS 11.4.6.3).

• Paralympic swimmers with lower limb disability must show intent of 
simultaneous movement and show intent to kick in the same horizontal plane 
throughout the race OR trail/drag their legs throughout the race (WPS 11.4.4.1).
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PARALYMPIC SWIMMING 

Butterfly:
• Paralympic swimmers with different arm lengths, the longest arm must touch 

the wall, but the other one must be stretched forward simultaneously (WPS 
11.5.4.1).

• Paralympic swimmers may touch with one hand if they use only one arm for 
the stroke (WPS 11.5.4.3).

• When impairment results in one leg being used, the non-functional leg shall 
drag (WPS 11.5.3.1).
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Medley:
• In Individual Medley, it is permitted for a Paralympic swimmer to swim a specific 

stroke (most of the time it’s butterfly) with one arm only and then, use both arms 
for the other strokes.

• For a Paralympic swimmer who cannot swim butterfly, there is a 150m IM event.
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PARALYMPIC SWIMMING & OFFICIATING



These are some of the basics of Paralympic swimming. To learn more and 
deepen your knowledge of Paralympic swimming:
• Refer to Appendix B of your rule book.
• Attend the complete 1-day paralympic stroke and turn clinic.
• The Paralympic Swimming Officials Clinic is used to recognize the Paralympic 

Swimming Official by Swimming Canada.
• The Paralympic Swimming Officials Clinic is used to recognize the Paralympic 

Swimming Official by Swimming Canada.
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PARALYMPIC SWIMMING & OFFICIATING



MASTERS
SWIMMING



MASTERS SWIMMING AND OFFICIATING

• An official may have the opportunity to work a meet for Masters swimmers.

• The rules for Masters swimming are similar to Age Group swimming but there 
are some exceptions.

• The Session Referee will provide a briefing to officials working a Masters meet 
to outline the rules.

• The World Aquatics Masters Rules can be found in section 8 of the World 
Aquatics Competition Regulations.
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WORKING A 
SESSION



BEFORE THE SESSION

• Locate the official’s room and check-in or notify the appropriate individual 
upon your arrival.

• Attend the officials briefing as this will provides an overview of the session 
and your responsibilities. 

• If not clear about your assignment, ask the Referee. 

• Be on deck in your position at the time instructed.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:As a stroke and turn official you will attend an officials’ briefing every time you volunteer at a session.Always be present and attentive during the briefing as a nugget of information about officiating may be presented. Also, swimming is a living sport and the rules are always evolving along with their interpretation.Check Swimming Canada for official bulletin for updates.



DURING THE SESSION – START END IT
At the beginning for each heat:
• Stand on the long whistle.
• When the race starts, step forward to the edge of the pool to observe the 

swimmer until they take their first stroke (second stroke for Breaststroke).
• If a backstroke ledge is being used, follow the protocol as discussed in the 

briefing.
• If you observe an infraction report it to the referee as instructed in the 

briefing.
• At the end of the race, return to your seat so that the referee knows that 

you do not have an infraction to report.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Encourage IT’s to discuss /learn from deck neighbouring IT about a what they just saw (if they are not taking it forward as an infraction). Encourage IT’s to approach the referee pre or post session if they have a specific question.Officials are typically happy to help answer questions.



DURING THE SESSION

• Complete your role as assigned in a professional and focused manner.

• The Inspectors of Turns and the Judges of Strokes are the most notable 
officials on the pool deck. 

o If you are out of position or not paying attention when required, you will 
be noticed by swimmers, coaches and spectators. 

• Before or between races, and as you are learning the roles and the rules, 
ask questions and consult with your fellow stroke and turn judges or other 
senior officials on the deck. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Encourage IT’s to discuss /learn from deck neighbouring IT about a what they just saw (if they are not taking it forward as an infraction). Encourage IT’s to approach the referee pre or post session if they have a specific question.Officials are typically happy to help answer questions.



DURING THE SESSION
• Remember an “ugly turn or stroke” is not necessarily illegal. 

• Do not be overly officious. You are acting in a professional capacity to 
ensure the integrity of the competition.
o Be fair and unbiased.
o Judge the rules of the strokes and the rule of the competition. 
o There is no “quota”.

• Be confident you have observed an infraction before you report to referee
o If you “think” or you are “not sure” of what you saw, do not report the 

infraction to the referee.
o Benefit of the doubt always goes to the swimmer.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Reminders from earlier in the clinic about decision-making, fairness and benefit of the doubt



BEST PRACTICES

Infractions must be approved by the referee before the swimmer or coach is 
informed of a disqualification.

If you do report an infraction to the Referee:

• Always be discrete.

• Try not to indicate a pending infraction before the race is over. 

• Pending infractions may distract swimmers and the reported infraction 
may not be accepted by the referee as a disqualification.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Try not to indicate a pending infraction before the race is over. This is particularly important when judging relay takeovers. A pending infraction may distract upcoming swimmers and the infraction may not be accepted by the referee as a disqualificationReporting infractions to the referee usually occurs immediately following the conclusion of the race. ….. This may be different in some competitions and this information will be covered in the pre-session briefing.Notification of disqualifications:Once a disqualification has been accepted and the DQ slip completed, the coach is notified by the referee or other senior official, or by announcement. At some meets, the IT may be asked to inform the swimmer (rarely).If you are asked to inform a swimmer or coach of a disqualification, simply advise them of the infraction. Do not discuss or provide advice. All questions are directed to the referee.



AFTER THE SESSION

• Attend a debriefing, if required. Share your experiences and your 
observations. 

• Ask questions of a mentor for things observed which could be shared with 
the group and may have caused you to question a particular stroke, turn, 
etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinic Leader:Debriefings usually only occur at higher level competitions.May wish to address next steps for observing on deck protocol in club/province.



INSPECTOR
OF TURNS (IT)

QUIZ



QUESTION 1

The Inspector of Turns has the authority/responsibility for all of the 
following except: 

a) observe and judge the turn from the beginning of the last arm stroke, 
through the turn until the completion of the first arm stroke after turning

b) report infractions of the turn rules which they observe within their 
assigned zone 

c) serve as relay take-over judge, if so assigned
d) report stroke infractions beyond the second arm pull in breaststroke
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CORRECT ANSWER: dNOTE – there are occasions where the referee may extend a jurisdiction of an official – but unless otherwise noted.



QUESTION 2

The Inspector of Turns: 

a) should stay positioned over the lane rope to so they can observe turns in 
both lanes assigned

b) should judge the turn directly over the swimmer before moving to other 
assigned lanes

c) can judge backstroke and freestyle turns from the side of the pool
d) can judge a relay takeover from side of pool
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CORRECT ANSWER: b



QUESTION 3

In BREASTSTROKE events, the swimmer can legally do all the following 
except: 

a) do one butterfly kick prior to the first breaststroke kick at the start and turn
b) dive into the wall, submerging the head on the touch with one butterfly 

kick
c) keep the head submerged after the start or turn, providing it breaks the 

surface before the widest part of the second arm stroke is reached
d) have the elbows above the water for the final stroke before the turns, 

during turns and at final stroke at the finish
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CORRECT ANSWER: bNOTE: the swimmer can dive in to wall, but CANNOT do the butterfly kick



QUESTION 4

In BREASTSTROKE events, the swimmer may do the following except:

a) touch with one hand before the other at the turn
b) touch with both hands simultaneously but at different levels
c) touch with both hands simultaneously above, below or at the water's 

surface
d) touch the wall simultaneously with thumbs overlapping
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CORRECT ANSWER: a



QUESTION 5

In BREASTSTROKE events, the judge shall report an infraction if they were 
to observe the swimmer: 

a) on the side when coming out of a turn, after the feet lose contact with the 
wall, before beginning the first arm stroke

b) take two complete strokes (arm strokes and leg kicks) before breaking 
the surface after the start or turn

c) use a single butterfly kick followed by a breaststroke kick, while wholly 
submerged after the start and each turn

d) bring the elbows above the surface of the water at the turn and the finish
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QUESTION 6 
In BACKSTROKE events, the judge shall report an infraction if they were to 
observe the swimmer:

a) touch while on the back, roll on to the front, grab the gutter and push off 
on the back

b) turn their shoulders past the vertical at the final touch
c) be on the breast when leaving the wall after a turn, but return to the back 

before starting the first leg kick
d) turn onto the breast to immediately initiate a turn with a simultaneous 

double arm pull
e) b and c
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QUESTION 7

In BUTTERFLY events, the swimmer may legally do all of the following 
except: 

a) be on the side coming out of a turn, before beginning the first arm pull
b) kick into the wall for a touch with one or more correct leg kicks with the 

arms extended 
c) swim with the same leg consistently higher than the other; 
d) recover the arms underwater during the normal stroke cycle
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QUESTION 8

In BUTTERFLY events, the judge shall report an infraction if they were to 
observe the swimmer: 

a) touch simultaneously below the water line
b) touch simultaneously with hands at different levels
c) touch with one hand before the other but at same level
d) complete one underwater arm pull before returning to the surface after 

the start or a turn 
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QUESTION 9 

In FREESTYLE events, the swimmer may legally: 

a) touch with one or two hands 
b) touch with one foot
c) push off on the back after a turn
d) swim butterfly, then breaststroke, then freestyle and return to butterfly
e) all of the above 
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QUESTION 10

The order of the strokes for the INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY is: 

a) butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke, freestyle
b) backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly, freestyle
c) backstroke, butterfly, breaststroke, freestyle
d) butterfly, breaststroke, backstroke, freestyle
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QUESTION 11 

In INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY, when changing from one stroke to the next, the 
swimmer is required to: 

a) retain the correct form of stroke until a legal touch has been completed
b) follow the correct form of the next stroke in accordance with the rules 

when leaving the wall
c) be free to turn in any manner after a legal touch has been made for that 

stroke
d) all of the above
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QUESTION 12 

The order of the strokes for the MEDLEY RELAY is: 

a) butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke, freestyle 
b) backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly, freestyle
c) backstroke, butterfly, breaststroke, freestyle
d) butterfly, breaststroke, backstroke, freestyle
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QUESTION 13 

In a RELAY event, when a relay take-over judge observes an early take-
over, they should:  

a) immediately inform the remainder of the team that they have been 
disqualified

b) wait until the end of the race before informing the team about the 
disqualification

c) immediately start writing the infraction on a DQ card
d) inform the Referee at the end of the race 
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QUESTION 14

The judge shall report all of the following observations to the referee except : 

a) pushing off the bottom in the direction of the race
b) pulling on a lane marker or side of pool in the direction of the race
c) leaving the water and then re-entering to complete the race
d) interfering with the progress of a swimmer in another lane
e) pausing to fix goggles at the wall after completing the correct touch
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QUESTION 15

In RELAY takeovers, the next swimmer:

a) may be in motion before the touch is made as long as the toes are in 
contact with the starting platform

b) may return and touch the wall if they feel that their take-over was too 
early

c) swim in a different order than on their relay card
d) may swim more than once
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QUESTION 16

An Inspector of Turns shall report an observed infraction in their assigned 
zone directly to the: 

a) Chief Finish Judge
b) Referee
c) Chief Timekeeper
d) Coach or swimmer
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QUESTION 17 

When judging relay takeovers, the Inspector of Turns shall: 

a) observe the take-off and touch-out from above the lane
b) keep one finger in contact with the toe of the swimmer on the block
c) observe the take-over from the side of the pool
d) watch the incoming swimmer finish and then observe the swimmer’s toes 

leaving the block
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QUESTION 18

An Inspector of Turns shall:

a) always give the benefit of the doubt to the swimmer
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OBSERVATION PRACTICE (optional)

Video Viewing and Infraction Reporting/Writing Practice 
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CONGRATULATIONS
You have now completed the Inspector of Turns clinic.

• Your next task is to obtain deck experience.

• You are required to be mentored and be comfortable in making decisions 
before requesting deck evaluations. 

• To be certified as an Inspector of Turns you must complete two successful on 
deck evaluations.

• The session referee must be informed prior to the session that you are 
requesting a deck evaluation. At the end of the session, the session referee will 
sign your official’s card if the evaluation was successful. 
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